The ice generator compromises of a vacuum vessel and a heat exchanger. Energy or heat is extracted from
the water, then transferred through tubes to a coolant; thus generating ice at the bottom of the vessel. The
tube surface is modified with a superhydrophobe coating, which leads to high heat transfer efficiency.
Let's assume that the surface and the conductors fail and the constant exchange of energy stagnates.
Energy is lost and unemployable, misleading icing appears.
Objects and thoughts which are mechanically induced - the motion of objects towards the walls induced by
magnetic qualities for example - here is the fiction empiric research lays over other systems.
This room of assemblage changes depending on how one walks past and through it, and by these qualifiable
measures an idea of accountability and prediction occurs. The metal plates attached to the wall will turn
one's gaze downward, towards a lower level - another mechanically induced motion.
The mechanic mind collapses and surrounds, and exists within and without the application, which is bodily
and concise and individual. What we see here is an attempt to reform empiric iteration, which through a
repeated process creates a chain of consequences closely linked to the previous iteration - a chain of
several derivates.
The attempt here is - while keeping the mechanical process in mind - to reformulate process and influence in
the creation of a point (or stance, or object) which also causes several derivates to appear, although all of
them mapped out on a plane of influence and suggestion which isn't set upon a straight line of consequence.
One could find a mismatch between these two bodies of thought, a gap in use and employment; of sense
making and adjustment.
And the gap is particularly vital - one would suppose that the hydrophobe surface is entirely flat, but it isn't is it wavy plane consisting of points of contact and void, interlaced surface and gap. What is looked at here
and unveiled isn't the limit a thought process or mechanical iteration reaches, rather this void and the strange
transient difference it brings by - an unqualifiable distance.
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